Quick Reference Guide for Reveal Driver Users
Install Reveal Driver
●

On Android devices, find and install Reveal Driver from the
On iOS devices, find and install Reveal Driver from the
Apple App store.

Install Navigation
●

On Android devices, find and install Navigation from the
Google Play store.

●

On iOS devices, find and install Navigation from the Apple
App store.

Sign In to Your Account
1. Turn on mobile data on your device.
2. Tap the Reveal Driver icon on the Home screen:

3. Enter your username and password.
4. Tap the Sign In

icon.

5. Tap one of the following regions:
○

Asia-Pacific

○

Europe

6. Select a vehicle, and then tap Continue.

Google Play store.
●

○

North America
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The Today screen opens:

Find a Stop
1. On the Today screen, tap Stops to open the Current tab of
the Stops screen.

The numbered markers on the map indicate where each
stop is located. The stops are listed in the following
sections of the screen, in the order that they should be
completed:
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○

Outstanding - Stops that should have been

Get Directions to a Stop

completed, but have not. Click the down arrow
○

to hide this section.

1. On the Stop Details screen, tap the Directions

icon.

Today - Stops that should be completed today.

2. From the list of options, tap "Navigation", and then tap OK.

2. Tap a listed stop to open the Stop Details screen, where
you can view more details about the stop.

The Navigation app opens and calculates the route from
your current location to the stop address.
3. On the Route Overview screen, review the route:

4. Do either of the following:
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○

Tap the Hazmat icon:

○

Complete - tap this when a stop has been
completed. Completed stops are removed from the
Stops screen.

○

You can then review or edit the hazardous material
settings. The Hazmat

are removed from the Stops screen.

icon is displayed on the

○

map only if hazmat settings are defined for your

Tap

In Progress - tap this to give the stop the "In
Progress" status.

vehicle.
○

Refuse - tap this to refuse a stop. Refused stops

Stops that have been completed or refused are listed on
the History tab of the Stops screen.

to review or edit other settings.

3. Tap the white area to hide the options.
To return to Reveal Driver, tap the
icon.

Edit Vehicle Settings In Navigation
1. In Navigation, tap the Main Menu

5. Tap

2. Tap "Settings", and then tap "Vehicle".

to start navigating to the stop.

3. On the Vehicle screen, edit the vehicle settings as required.

6. When you have arrived at the stop and want to return to
Reveal Driver, tap the Main Menu

icon.

icon, and then tap

"Reveal Driver".

Change the Status of a Stop
1. On the Reveal Driver Stops screen, locate the stop and then
swipe left to view the following options:

2. Tap an option to change the status of the stop.
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